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Getting Ready for Your Photo Shoot 

Exterior: Front/Back

* Remove cars from driveway
* Sweep walkways
* Stow garden tools/supplies
* Remove all hoses
* Arrange deck furniture

* Vacuum carpets
* Sweep floors
* Display attractive books
* Turn off ceiling fans
* Put away toys
* Open shades /blinds
* Remove magazines/papers
* Remove personal items
* Remove all visible clutter

* Remove all items from 
refrigerator door
* De-clutter counters, stove
* Stow small appliances
* Hide soaps, cleaning items
* Clear sink of dishes
* Organize items on open 
shelves
* Place bowl of fruit on 
counter 

* Make all beds
* Arrange decorative pillows
* Put away clothing, shoes
* Clean surfaces of clutter

* Straighten/push in dining 
chairs
* Add centerpiece, candles
* Set the dining table
* Add a vase of flowers
* Add a bottle of wine, 
glasses

* Make the bathrooms sparkle
* Hang fresh towels
* Clean counters of toiletries
* Clean mirrors
* Clean toilet and close lid
* Remove all items from tub 
and shower

Interior: Main Areas Kitchen

Bedrooms Dining Room Bathrooms

I want the photos of your home to be the best they can be. This requires teamwork and 
cooperation that will result in an outstanding online presence when your home goes LIVE 

on the market.
These tips are based on suggestions from professional stagers. They are suggestions, 
not rules, and some of them will not be practical for all homes. However, just following 

some (or most) of these ideas could make a real difference to your property’s marketing 
presentation - and consequently to the eventual selling price. So I would recommend that 
you have a read-through and implement as many suggestions as are practicable for you 

and your property.
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